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1. Write a letter to your friend about your aim in life.             [10]  

2. Fill in the blanks with the Simple Future Tense form of the verbs given 

in the brackets.                                                 [4X1=4] 

a] Some day, I ……………(write) a novel. 

b] The school …………..(start) at 8.00 a.m. 

c] The bus ………….(leave)  at 4.45 p.m. 

d]  I ……………….(go) to the doctor tomorrow. 

3. Add ‘ly’ to these adjectives to form adverbs.         [4X1=4] 

     a) lazy – 

     b) bitter – 

     c) quiet – 

     d) happy –  

4.Write the short forms of these words using the apostrophe. [2X1=2] 

     a)  you will – 

      b)  cannot -  
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A.Write meaning of the followings (4×1=4) 
i)itching 

ii)whimpered 
iii)realized 

iv)tidily 
B.Answer these questions (4×3=12) 
1.Why do you think the dog lay down in the summer sun? 

2.What does Heidi see when she is exploring outside the house? 
3.What can Heidi see from her bedroom window? 

4.Where did Heidi decide to sleep? 
C.What are these words?(4×1=4) 
1._____ :a food made from the pressed curds of milk 

2._____:a piece of furniture ,with a door and shelves,used for storage 
3._____:the first meal of the day 
4._____:a piece of equipment made of a series of steps attached to two long 

poles,used for climbing  
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Q1. Find by prime factors , the H.C.F of 24, 42, 78                       1X4=4 

Q2. Find by prime factors the L.C.M of                                          3+4=7 

     a) 32 X  52 X 7 and 2 X 32 X 5 X 7 

     b) 15, 18, 30  

Q3. Work out the following                                                     2X1=2 

     a) Multiply 13 by itself . 

     b) What is a quarter of 200 ? 

Q4. Match the following                                                                    4X1=4 

     a) Triangle                                           i) have 4 sides and 4 corners  

     b) Squares                                          ii) have only 3 sides and 3 corners  

     c) A line segment has                      iii) no fixed length  

     d) A curved line has                         iv) two end points 

Q5. Draw a line segment of 8 cm length.                                       1X3=3 
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 [A]FILL IN THE BLANKS:(6) 

1)---------is experienced due to lack of rain. 
2)The three forms of water are -------,-------,------. 

3)Huge potholes on the moon's surface are called_______. 
4)Accidents can occur on ---------days. 
 

[B]Answer the following : 
Q1)When did Kalpana Chawla die and how?(2+2=4) 

Q2)How do floods affect our life?(2) 
Q3)What do astronauts do in space?(2) 
Q4))Why is noon the hottest part of the day?(2) 

 
[C]Answer in one word:(4) 
1)The force of attraction of the earth. 

2)The changing form of water in nature. 
3)What puts a spacecraft into space? 

4)What refers to the sun,thewind,theclouds,and the rain? 
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1)Name the following:-(5) 
a)Our home planet - 

b)A direction opposite to West- 
c)Tiny pinpoints of light- 

d)'Palace of the wind' is popularly known as- 
e)This monument has 953 small windows- 
 

2)Fill in the blanks:-(5) 
a) The layer of the air that surrounds the earth is called the _____. 

b) A____ is a device used to locate the directions. 
(c)______ was constructed by Qutub-ud-din- Aibak and completed by_____. 
d)Tajmahal was built by ______. 

 
3)Answer  the following:-(10) 
a)What is a heritage building?(2) 

b)Write a few lines about Tajmahal.(2) 
c)Define the solar system.(3) 

d)What is a satellite?Name the earth's natural satellite.(2+1) 
 
                      .............. 
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1/ "ট্রেন"--কবিতাটির প্রথম চারলাইন কবির নাম সহ মুখস্ত ট্রলখ:- 5 

2/বনচচর প্রশ্নগুবলর উত্তর দাও:- 

a) িনচ াজচন ট্রক রান্না কচরবিল? 

      বক বক খাওযা হচযবিল? 2 

b) ট্রেলুদা প্রথম কচি ও ট্রকন লখচনৌ যান?2 

c) িাকয রচনা কচরা:-1+1=2 

        সম্মান, রহসযজনক 

e) বনচচর শব্দগুবলর সমাথথক শব্দ ট্রলখ (একটি কচর) 1×4=4 

মা 
জল 

গৃহ 
পৃবথিী 
 

3/ রচনা ট্রলখ--স্বামী বিচিকানন্দ (পাাঁচ/িয লাইচনর মচযয ) 5 
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A ) Answer the following  questions.                                (5×2=10) 
                                  

1.Name the two important city states of Greece. 
2.Name two famous Greek philosophers. 

3.Name any two famous Mauryan kings. 
4.Which war changed Ashoka's life. 
5.Give two reasons to show that Ashoka was a father to his people. 

 
B ) Fill in the blanks.  (6×1=6) 

1.Democracy first developed in _____. 
2. ______was the first historian. 
3.One of the most famous Greek storytellers was _____ . 

4.Ashoka changed his name to _____. 
5.The most famous stupa is the ______. 
6. ______ was the second famous ruler of the Mauryan Dynasty. 

 
C ) Match the following.    (4×1=4) 

     A                           B 
1.Epic.                a)Prime Minister. 
2.Pheidippides  b) Helen 

3.Kautilya.         c) long Poem. 
4.Menelaus    d)Marathon 
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[A] Fill in the blanks: [5x1=5] 

1) Man made _________ provide us with pictures which help us in 

predicting ________. 

2) To start agriculture, we must ________ the field. 

3) Raw materials are __________ into a __________ product. 

[B] Match the following. [5] 

A B 

1) Food crops a) Medium scale industry 

2) Cash crops b) Fruits and vegetables 

3) Orchard farming c) Rice and wheat 

4) Market gardening d) Cotton and sugarcane 

5) A paper mill e) Fruit trees in large areas. 

 

[C] Answer the following: 

1) What are the various steps in crop cultivation? [4] 

2) What is meant by cottage industry? [2] 

3) How do weather forecasts help us? How are they made? [2+2] 
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1.Write 6 uses of Internet.    6 

2.What is modem?     2 
3.What do you mean by WWW? 2 
 


